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Dear Gary, 	 $ 8/1/77 

I've been seaning to report something on Kara-P. to you and have been toe busy and 
too worried. If I felt like working or reading tonight I'd probably let the Kara-P. go. 

Hoch has all the new 4ara-P stuff. I found out by accident when I was given a copy of 
a „Toed qpickeindex as he calls if of what he had to then received. The difference is that 
Paul can lay his hands on it rapidly and he is reading it, as I am not. 

I'm surprised he has not recalled your old interests but I'D sure if you remind him 
he'll provide you with copies. 

As I remember his quick guide, which is all he represented it as being, made no ref. 
to -4eraeP. 

We have just finished two very large jobs. Temporarily finished. Both will continue. 
On was an affidavit in as FOIA suit that with exhibits is probably as long.  as e Inqueet.  
The other was the copying of an enrmous number of records of which I want 'a im to have copies. 

If I did not tell you we have splurged on an excellent bond-paper copier with this 
fear's take from the sale of the farm, which was taken under condemnation by that county. 

has become more than just proficient in using it. She has mastered it. Well, we had a 
loaner until this one came in and the counter on this one has passed 20,000 copies so you 

have an idea of how much of this work she ban done. 

This particular batch of records is one of special interest to Lm. So what I do as 
I gp over them is to indicate an extra copy for those I'm sure hall .want to know about 28 
eon as possible. He eanAt possibly take the time for all I'm getting. Those of which I'll 
want copies for special files I also indicate. So Jim and I each have a complete set and 
extra copies for separate reading and filing as we go. That this is all done by Lil is a 
real help. It is now beyond me, She also hes started to do SOT6 filing for me, another aid. 

Today was act a bad day. That is not why I'm not in the mood for reading or working 
when it is a little soon t for bed. Considering what it held it was as good a day as one 
could want. And everyone was wonderful. 

For some time I have been convinced that my physical capabilities have been reducing 
as too fast a rate. This became apparent to LA in mid-June but I was able to gat nowehore 
again with the GE& bureauoracy. A local doctor to whom I'd gone was convinced certain 
tests were necessary and that some could not be done in Frederick. him sweated out nest of 
a day that initially accomplished nothing on the 7th. 	subsequent letters added to what 
Jim and I then said has made some cahneee,=ording to a letter dated the 21th of last 
month. They are supposedly working out a program for my care up here since I cant get there. 
No word yet. 

After that experience of the 7th I went off an my own and wish I had sooner. I started 
from scratch at t'eorgetwon Univ. Hospital because on their staff is one of the authentic 
specialists cn such things as phlebitis. I was able to make an appointment on my own but 
there was a three week lag, until today. l have been sweating these doers out because they 
have been days of continued decreased is even the amount I could walk. 

2 411 knew that the country provides medical transportation for over-60 citizens, which 
we are. She made the arrangements an five minutes before the appointed tine a real fine 
fellow pulled in with a large stationwagon in which I could keep my legs up on the back 
seat. Fine driver. Beetook us to and from Washington. I made an earlier appointment for 
she measuring of new Jobst supports, the venous supports I wear. On took us there where 
Jie mat us for picking up the package I had for him. By the time I'd been meaoured and 
we got to his office he had lunch for us and from there to the hospital. 	went along. 

I knew this guy with whom I had the appointment was a medical biggie, having been the 
consultant on the Nixon cases. At the hospital I learned his post is chief of surgery. In 
time I was axed ushered in not to him but to his assistant, who spent time asking questions. 
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Carefully. Patiently. No rush, no sueeestion of hok precious his time wee. Then he 
said we'd be taken to an examining room when one was free. It hapeened. he then cams in 
with his chief and said they'd discussed this. They lath  examined me.Including what is 
not available in Frederick, ulealso ultrasound on the arteries. Blood pressure readings on 
bothass for the first time in my life. (They differ but I dort!tt know 'what that means 
except thee the pressure was within normal range.) 

The belief is that something other than the phlebitis is the cause. If they suspect 
what it is they did not indicate it. They did indicate certain tests that could be done 
here and will be If those do notiprovide the answers then there will be an arteriogram. 
I en aware that there is a chance, if alight, of danger from that. 

I'm to go back: on coumadin, which has been my wish since the lege end thijn started 
ewellin much. The local doctor did not want me on medication until this examination. I'll 
be calling him in the close to Gist that started. There in enoueh of a records on the protime 
tests from the time immedietely after hospitalization at the local lab, where the people 
then were wonderful. Until I was able to go to the lab they stopped off here on the way 
to the lab every other day to take the samples. Without extra charge. 

But while the worry remaine it was so good to be in the hands of good human beinge, 
people who did not make me think I Was Intruding into their day, people who acted unhurried. 
Even the nurse name back in while I was dressing to see if I had any question. I had two: 
could they speak a morel to the people who mekee the supeorta to have the measured set 
rushed and would it be safe to wear an older set that gets too tight until it gets too tight2 
I said if she coald just asked the doctors and let me know I'd appreciate it because with 
the wirght I've lost the supports are not ',snug enough. The chief of eurgsry came back 
himself to say he'd make the call and to wear the supports only as I'd said, until I 
felt than to be operessive. He leaves and this nice young nurse gars talking to us and 
it turns out ohs has local relatives. This hind of treat/lent when I'm a stranger off the 
street as compared with what I don ̀t get for the *13094+ a year we pey for care. 
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uneasy about the future. I have a few nee discomforts tonight. There has been 
no real pain.But have this confiesuce about the future: I'll be getting cars like I have 
not received before. 

I've been this worried: I've lost 15 pounds from not eating. I have not been ill. I've 
k just not felt like eating. Now I've Trot to keep fromp putting the weight each on if I 
begin to feel like eating again, which is not imposAble eith this enceuraement. 

of it all what means most is so many good human beings in a siners day. Aside from 
the medial people the county's car was ideal for the mission save for the lack of air 
conditioning when we were caught in a severe scram on the way back. The driver as careful 
and as eood as any. Even two letters in the mail as we let gave me a lift. One from -es 
Whitten to his "favorite dissenter," with thank' for help and a gift of t'50 and another 
from a reporter enclosing a latter about me_by Steve Bell, who does the Washington end 
of the nzwa an LW's "sod eanaiaeemseiea. &11 spoke vo7y favorably of me frow the show 
I did 6/15/77. fie said he believed none of bbs otters but he did me.The others are oo many 
ea ABC-TV. 

Jiz was real pleased when I shored his both letters. I was in Dallas when ABC wanted 
me. I declined to go to NYC twicee. I don t get to Dallas that often and since when did I 
care about TV? Jim convinced me withi a different approach: let pople know there is a 
rational, reasoned, factual position between the feds and the nuts and self-seekers. While 
the personal reaction I got in NY conviaced me he was right it was good to be able to show 
him the reaction of the professional skeptic. hartman, by the way, is in pe:eon exactly 
the kind of euy he protrayed in the TV series. Bowev:r, by way of personal reaction from 
the good coast-to-coast TV attention, ou their prime spot, have received only a couple 
of comments and not one free a strange via ABC, which did not give my address. Now of 
course I'd have found a different reaction if I had a book to sell. 



For your information on Paul,and hio continuing at..7.itMee, not for any new hassle, of which I want none. I'd rather it be for you only. For some time I've been troubled by some of these attitudes. 
I film: ems FOIA request of ERDA on the support for the Alvarez erticie. I got a bunch of stuff but not what I requested. I did 4ot send all of it to Paul but I sent him at least my reeponee, whinh was detailed, and probably come of what I'd received. 
Alvarez realiy is an incredible egomaniac as well as an insu:ferably arrogant man. He also went out of hie agar way to be insulting to iro-neiro, who hee not responded to copies. (I suppose because it deals with assaceination.) Alvarez also demanded a free copy of my "book" becauee of all She "free" work he had done for me! 
ERDA funds were actually used to subsidize the publication of that article. I have the records. I'm sure that within the office much more ERDA coney was used. it is a poli-tical rather than a scientific job, as some of his handwritten notes 1  have show. 
Paul found no thine unusual in his asking for a freebee. Nor in his citing my first book as a uource when ha had never seen it. 
i think these UN-important ones have been so used to doing what they damned please With federal money they have come to believe anything they 'ant is ipso facto right and propel,. 

What standards of schOlarehip on the Eobel laureate level, citing all book as a source when he has, he claims, novel' sec it. 
I have difficulty aeeins how Paul can think it is perfectly normal ern right for a peopoue fatact who has both feet in the federal till anyway eapectiug a free copy of a bock. Especially when indirectly is not directly he cribbed it and presented. the work an his on on coast-to-coast prime-time TV. e is too overwhelmed by himself to think of a more normal con, having the library get it. Jr the lab. 
Well, I've unwound a bit, whether or not I've informed. you. 


